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THE LAST STAND

Music by  JOHN POWELL
20 YEARS AGO

By JOHN POWELL

Mysteriously

With pedal
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BATHROOM TITLES

Quickly, with fire

With pedal
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WHIRLPOOL OF LOVE

By JOHN POWELL

Waltz tempo

With pedal

cresc.
DARK PHOENIX

By JOHN POWELL

Slowly, mysteriously

With pedal
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THE FUNERAL

By JOHN POWELL

Slowly

With pedal

cresc.

dim.
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SKATING ON THE POND

By JOHN POWELL
and JOHN ASHTON THOMAS

Waltz tempo
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With pedal
20 YEARS AGO

BATHROOM TITLES

WHIRLPOOL OF LOVE

DARK PHOENIX

THE FUNERAL

SKATING ON THE POND

ST LUPUS DAY

THE LAST STAND

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX PRESENTS IN ASSOCIATION WITH MARVEL ENTERTAINMENT A DONNERS' COMPANY PRODUCTION A BRETT RATNER FILM

HUGH JACKMAN HALLE BERRY "X-MEN: THE LAST STAND" IAN MCKELLEN FAMKE JANSSEN ANNA PAQUIN KELSEY GRAMMER JAMES MARSDEN REBECCA ROMIJN SHAWN ASHMORE AARON STANFORD VINNIE JONES AND PATRICK STEWART
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